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a LEICHT kitchen realizes the idea of 
designing the kitchen living space holistically, 
functionally, and timelessly. As a place of 
encounter and communication and the 
preparation of food, the kitchen is of central 
relevance for people of all cultures.
The kitchen space and the type of furniture 
itself are an essential part of the architecture 
for us. The correct ratio of the proportions, the 
visible surfaces of a kitchen, the volume ratio 
of the various "furniture carcasses," and the 
material and color language are of elementary 
importance for the timeless aesthetic effect of 
the kitchen space. If these aspects are in 
harmony, the kitchen is an integral part of the 
room architecture.
The variety of surfaces and the variability in 
the dimensions of the furniture from LEICHT 
create the basis for the necessary planning 
freedom to meet this requirement.
This individuality and diversity in the product 
provide the basis for subsequent planning in 
the adjoining living spaces and living spaces 
of a house. LEICHT thus creates the planning 
freedom for the design of the interior and the 
entire interior design.
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which perfectly complements our dark plain 
colors from fossil gray to slate black and also 
harmonizes well with warm wood tones.
Support plate MDF, reverse side with the 
same color balancing sheet.

240 PEARL | 440 PEARL-A | 
740 PEARL-C | 840 PEARL-E

PG 4

Front thickness 19 mm
Available colors:
PM 070 citrine
PM 071 opal

PEARL
New Program

New program with metallic background 
colors that are embedded in a matt, 2mm 
thick acrylic glass layer. The scratch-
resistant anti-fingerprint seal on the acrylic 
glass surface lets the depth effect of the 
metallic shimmering surface come into its 
own flawlessly. Due to the special edging 
with incorporated bevel in the acrylic glass, 
each front part appears with a refraction of 
light along the edge. This light refraction 
effect is reminiscent of colored matt glass 
and thus also creates a comparably high-
quality appearance, but the front structure of 
PEARL is much more robust and easier to 
care for.
The colors of the PEARL program are 
perfectly matched to our LEICHT range, we 
offer you two contrasting versions of the 
collection: The color 070 citrine - a light, 
friendly and metallic iridescent tone between 
champagne and morning sunlight, which 
comes into its own alongside our soft gray 
tones . In contrast, the color 071 opal - a 
serious, smoky gray shimmering shade,

PM 070 citrin

PM 071 opal

0706 PEARL PEARL



SELVA
NEUES PROGRAMM

Laminate composite front with expressive, 
black matt wood structure, which exudes 
naturalness due to the deep, vertical 
embossing despite the lack of wood 
tones. An elegant shade that gives black 
a more distinctive character and can 
therefore be perfectly combined with 
other dark plain colors or with metallic 
surfaces.

218 SELVA | 418 SELVA-A | 718 SELVA-C | 
818 SELVA-E

PG 2

Front thickness 18,8 mm

Available colors:
KI 242v Virginia oak

KI 242v Virginia Oak

0908 SELVA SELVA



A light but warm gray with a background 
tone tending towards green. Very 
effective, especially in contrast to warm 
wood tones, but also in itself a pleasantly 
natural and friendly color is expanded for 
the SIRIUS range.

Programme:
SIRIUS

COLOR AND DECOR EXTENSION
134 OLIVE GREY

138 FOSSIL GRAY

We are expanding the color fossil gray, 
which was already shown in the last 
collection, for our program. The dark gray 
tone stands for a rather strong, earthy 
gray with an umbra colored undertone, 
which has a harmoniously 
complementary effect, especially with 
warm woods..

Programme:
SIRIUS | CERES | BONDI | TOCCO 

The support frame of the accent glass 
front in GAS glass design with black 
frame imprint has been converted to a 
black coating.

262 Accent Glass

1110 FARB- UND DEKORERWEITERUNG COLOR AND DECOR EXTENSION



THE PULL-OUT SYSTEM
THE NEW SUPER THIN FRAME M8

The filigree pull-out system defines an 
elegant handwriting with its clear and 
reduced design language and is clearly 
understated in its visual effect. Our new M 8 
frame system achieves this with a wall 
thickness of only 8 mm, supported by the 
dark color of the furniture and the hardware 
system itself.

The filigree look of this frame is only 
available as a steel version and will be
only offered with a dark powder coating in 
061 carbon metallic. In contrast to the L3 / 
M3, the M8 system is guided on Dynapro 
underfloor rails, which are mounted under 
the 16 mm thick pull / drawer floor and thus 
offer a larger usable width of the drawer. Our 
L-Box and Combo systems as well as anti-
slip mats and wool felt pads are available for 
selecting the interior fittings.

MAXIMUM PLANNING SOLUTIONS
P1 CABINETS

The P1 concept for PRIMO offers you the 
option of equipping only the upper handle 
position of base units with a handle. All 
fronts below are equipped with handle-free 
technology, i.e. doors with sesame fittings, 
pull-outs either mechanically with 
TipSoftclose or electrically with SensoMatic. 
The P1 concept is particularly suitable in 
connection with grip profile strips, which then 
only run through under the worktop. P1 
ensures a calm and tidy picture, especially 
when the front is divided into small parts.
Available for base units only. The order type 
is supplemented with a "P1" in front of the 
type.

1312 M8 pullout P1-Cabinet



Cabinets & accessories

GLASS ROLLER SHUTTER CABINET
The interior design of our glass roller shutter
cabinets EJ ... G was made on a hard
More monastic color scheme changed.
Instead of the previously used laminate surface with a stainless steel look 
we now have the three strongest colors of ours
Collection K120 frosty white, K273 platinum and K 284 carbon gray for the 
interior. So
the cupboard can now become white kitchens
or better for the interior color of the body
be planned appropriately.

LEMANS 061 CARBON METALLIC
The Le Mans shelf shelves for the dark 
284 carbon gray corpus will be converted 
to a version with all-round closed steel 
railing. The previous chrome railing is 
therefore no longer necessary, which 
ensures a much more harmonious 
appearance of the interior of the cabinet. 
Furthermore, all other visible hardware 
components are also adapted to the dark 
carcass.

HK TOP - FLAP FITTING
We are converting the fittings on our flap 
cabinets to the new HK top generation 
from BLUM. The new HK top series of 
fittings fits much more slenderly into the 
corner on the top panel of the carcase, 
which is particularly noticeable in the 
case of small carcasses. We offer the 
new HK top in all variants: with a handle, 
with sesame fittings or in a motorized 
version. The change affects both wall 
cabinets and device conversion and tall 
cabinet top-mounted cabinets..

WALL COVERING
In our surrounding range, we now also 
provide wall cladding panels up to a 
height of 270 cm. These are available in 
1.6 cm side material as well as a front 
version. The wall cladding in the front 
version, if it is ordered, for example, with 
a carcass line division, is delivered in 
image development for vertically 
structured colors.

WVSW …            Wall cladding1,6 cm 
Side (max. 120 cm wide)

WVFSW …                     Wall cladding in front

execution (max. 120 cm wide

FOLDING FLAP CABINET - UPPER 
CABINET
We are now offering the folding flap 
cabinet with a central front division for the 
wall cabinet height of 66 cm.
OFK… 66 / COFK… 66 / AOFK… 66 Not 
available for supporting programs.

W6 END PANEL TO W5 PANEL
The miter-glued end panels for all product 
lines have an optimized structural 
substructure and thus a new width of
5 cm. The front panels are now hooked 
into a milled fitting element of the carrier 
plate and can be adjusted in height 
afterwards and then fixed with a locking 
screw. The standard planning dimension 
of 5 cm is also advantage ous, as it 
replaces the previous 6 cm TW ... 

AREA KM

We have expanded our environment in 
super matt Fenix quality. From the 2022 
collection onwards, we will also offer you 
W2 and W3 side-panel shelves, plinth 
panels and room sliding doors in KM.

BASE ADJUSTMENT HOLES
In order to be able to easily adjust the 
plinth feet from above with the help of a 
screwdriver, the sub-floors of base and 
tall cabinets in the standard carcase 
color are additionally drilled above the 
rear plinth feet for commissions with a 
plinth height of <10 cm. We supply 
color-matched caps to cover the bores. 
Cabinets and shelves with selectable 
interior designs as well as sink cabinets 
with water-resistant bases do not have 
adjustable plinth holes.

1514 Cabinets & accessories Cabinets & accessories



VERO EQUIPMENT AND LIGHT

There are now additional equipment 
options for our Vero tall glass cabinets. In 
addition to an M8 inner drawer in the 
surrounding design below the structural 
intermediate floor, we have developed 
special wine racks and glass rails made of 
solid wood for the presentation of your 
wines or as bar equipment. These can be 
ordered for the already prepared cabinet, 
but can also be easily retrofitted on site. 
Wine rack bases and glass rails are in the 
designs

INTERNAL DRAWERS WITH SPACER
Door cabinets, which in their basic 
configuration are equipped with internal 
drawers and pulls, can now also be 
ordered with one-sided distance 
compensation to the hinge body side via 
a change type. The side spacer has the 
advantage that the doors can be 
equipped with 110 ° standard hinges, 
which means that they are less sagging 
than the 155 ° wide-angle hinges. The 
disadvantage is the interrupted 
appearance between the inner front piece 
and the body side

TYPE LOGIC SUMMARIZED FOR 
panels
To enable easier order processing for 
panels, we will simplify the type logic for 
this in the future. Of course, nothing will 
change in terms of the wide range of 
planning options.
From cover shelves (B * A…), shelves
(B * F ...), upper floors (B * O ...) and sub-
floors (B * U ...) will in future be floors (B * 
…).

oak and walnut available.

Vero inner drawer VE… 58 ISU U, 
widths 45 - 60 cm Wine rack base set 
VE… FW / VE… FWN, widths 45 - 60 
cm Glass rail set VE… FGH / VE… 
FGHN, widths 45 - 60 cm

In addition, our Vero cabinets also have 
a new type of LED light source with 
point-free illumination using chip-on-
board technology.. 

Old: B2A58
B3U36

New: B258
B336

but slightly outweighed by the filigree 110 
° hinge. The wide-angle hinge remains 
standard.
AN IG E / AN IG D Exchange 155 ° hinge 
with 110 ° hinge with narrower inner 
drawer / pull

EQUIPMENT

HFO - Hands Free Open

The latest generation of the HFO is 
available again with our 2022 collection. 
The opening support has been technically 
revised and has not changed in terms of 
dimensions compared to the previous 
model. The new HFO is based on laser-
controlled opening technology for 
convenient opening of your recycling 
system. The ejection strength and sensor 
sensitivity are configurable, the 
orientation light can be dimmed / 
switched off.

L-BOX WALNUT

In the past few years
We are seeing an increasing focus on 
walnut decors and veneer fronts in our 
kitchens. As a consequence, we have 
now also adopted the walnut theme in 
the interior design. For this purpose, we 
have expanded our L-Box interior 
equipment system, which is an ideal 
combination in terms of price / 
performance and appearance and, with 
the dark anti-slip mat 161 carbon, offers 
the ideal color basis for walnut.

REINFORCED LATERAL BASE RECESS

For base and tall cabinets with a side 
recess in the plinth, we now offer a 
version with additional reinforcement from 
a width of 50 cm in order to prevent the 
base from sagging under heavy loads. For 
this purpose, two tubular steel profiles are 
mounted below the sub-floor with flanged 
steel plates between the floor and sock 
gliders, thereby transferring the load from 
the body side directly to the base feet.

TOWEL HOLDER

An attachable towel holder is now 
available for CONTINO cupboards. This 
is equipped with felt strips to protect the 
edges and can be adapted to any front 
thickness.
The standard version of the towel 
holder is 405 stainless steel, for the 
perfect adaptation to your kitchen 
planning we also offer the holder in our 
complete powder coating range.

CHTH 52 ... 

Towel holder length 520 mm ... 
MS stainless steel
… F powder-coated

TO SOS V
Reinforced base recess on the side, up. 
r / l
TO SOS V B
Reinforced base recess on both sides

Bsp.: LBFSN … 1 — L-Box 
Drawer set 1 in walnut

1716 CABINETS AND ENVIRONMENT
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BAR HANDLE FOR TALL UNITS
New vertical bar handle in stainless steel 
with sleek feet and a stable, handy tube 
diameter of 16 mm. Surcharge handle 
only for tall cabinets with one-piece 
fronts or with division at carcass line 
height. Also available with powder 
coating.
Handle no. 605.405 stainless steel
Handle no. 606.xxx powder-coated

HANDLE 597.405 DRILLING 
DIMENSIONS 320mm
Matching handle for 587.405 with a longer 
drilling dimension of 320 mm.
Only for horizontal handle position, handle 
587.405 is automatically set for front 
widths less than 395 mm.

A variant of the same design with a 
drilling dimension of 192 mm is available 
for the standard handle range.

Griff-Nr. 405.405
Griff-Nr. 406.xxx

GRIPP HANDLE PAINTED
Exciting design element, the recessed 
grip painted in noble colors of stainless 
steel and dark bronze.
Handle no. ... .405 stainless steel
Handle no. ... .416 dark bronze

K 138 fossilgrau

Dekor

Countertops

PK 551 pietra di piombo

Ceramics

PK 550 antarctica

Ceramics

GR 685 nero san marcos sanded

Granit

GR 686 steel gray sanded

Granit

GR 689 negresco sanded

Granit

GR 690 breccia imperiale sanded

Granit

GR 687 nero assoluto waterjet

Granit

GR 691 black musk waterjet

Granit

GR 683 taj mahal sanded

Granit

GR 684 white fantasy sanded

Granit

1918 Handles ACountertops



PROGRAMS AND COLORS
210 LAIKA - MC 095 titan shadow 
219 ORLANDO - KI 230v nordic pine 
222 SYNTHIA - KI 235v limes eiche 
226 IOS-M - GM 285 basaltgrau 228 
IOS - GL 285 basaltgrau
241 MINERA - VM 151v camata
255 SOLARA - komplett
262 Akzentglas - GAN 032 magnolie 
282 METEA - complete
410 LAIKA-A - MC 095 titan shadow 
419 ORLANDO-A - KI 386 steineiche 
422 SYNTHIA-A - KI 230v nordic pine 
422 SYNTHIA-A - KI 235v limes eiche 
441 MINERA-A - VM 151v camata 
455 SOLARA-A komplett
710 LAIKA-C - MC 095 titan shadow 
719 ORLANDO-C - KI 386 stone oak 
722 SYNTHIA-C - KI 230v nordic pine 
722 SYNTHIA-C - KI 235v limes oak 
726 IOS-M-C - BM 286 basaltgrau 
728 IOS- C - GL 285 basaltgrau
741 MINERA-C - VM 151v camata 
755 SOLARA-C - complete
782 METEA-C - complete
810 LAIKA-E - MC 095 titan shadow 
819 ORLANDO-E - 386v stone oak  
SYNTHIA-E - 230v nordic pine 822 
SYNTHIA-E - 235v limes eiche 826 
IOS-M-E - GM 285 basalt grau 828 
IOS-E - GL 285 basalt grau
841 MINERA-E - VM 151v camata 
855 SOLARA-E - complete
882 METEA-E - complete

SURROUNDING COLORS 
MC 095 titan shadow
ML 123 chrome brushed
ML 124 cobalt brushed
VM 151 camata
KH 230 nordic pine 
KH 235 limes eiche
FG 285 basalt grau
KH 386 steineiche
ME 423 chrome brushed
ME 424 cobalt brushed
Umfeld VS 405 komplett 
BG 032 magnolie
BG 100 arktis
BG 103 merino
BG 120 firn
BG 130 mohair
BG 273 platin
BG 284 carbongrau

carcass EDGE COLOR
KH 244 eiche rauchsilber
KH 386 steineiche
KH 317 struktureiche chocolat
KH 312 walnuss

DEKCORE 
K 151 camata
KH 230 nordic pine
KH 235 limes eiche

- H .. 153 HW Housekeeping-HS
- HEE ..153 ULM, HEE ..153 HLM,
EHEE ..153 ULM, EHEE ..153 HLM Eck-HS 
HEE ..146 ULM, HEE ..146 HLM, EHEE
..146 ULM, EHEE ..146 HLM Eck-HS
- HD 30 146 Z Diagonal-Auszug-HS
- HD 30 153 Diagonal-HS
- H ..146 36 AKE, Akzentglas-HS
- Akzentglasfronten in GAN 032 magnolie
- OAW 30 66, OAW 30 80 und OAW 30 93 
Abschluss-OS
- RB 250 50 F. Brückenregal
- RA 100 150 F5, RA 150 150 F7 und RA 
200 150 F9 Etagen-Aufsatzregal

TRADITIONAL STYLE 
- TR .. 73 .. P, TR .. 80 .. P Unterschrank-
Regal
- TR 40 73 36 WKP und TR 40 80 36 WKP
Unterschrank-Weidenkorbregal
- TR 40 73 WKZ2P und TR 40 80 36
WKZ3P Unterschrank-Weidenkorbregal
- TR 60 73 .. PF und TR 60 80 .. PF
Unterschrank-Flaschenregal
- TRA 40 73 .. P und TRA 40 80 .. P
Unterschrank-Abschlussregal
- TRAI 40 73 P und TRAI 40 80 P Unter-
schrank-Inselabschlussregal
- HR ..153 ..P, HR .. 197.. P, HR ..210 ..P,
HR ..224 ..P HS-Regal
- HR ..146 ..P, HR ..190 ..P, HR ..204 ..P,
HR ..217 ..P HS-Regal
- HRA 40 153 .. P, HRA 40 197 .. P, HRA
40 210 ..P, HRA 40 224 ..P HS-Abschluss-
regal
- HRA 40 146 .. P, HRA 40 190 .. P, HRA
40 204 .. P, HRA 40 217.. P HS-Abschluss-
regal
- OR .. 66 P, OR .. 80 P und OR .. 93 P
Oberschrank-Regal
- OR 60 .. PT und OR 90 .. PT Ober-
schrank-Tellerregal
- ORA 40 66 P, ORA 40 80 P und ORA 40
93 P Oberschrank-Abschlussregal
- UBP, UBP 350, UBP GS, OBP und OBP
350 Bodenprofile

CITY STYLE 
- TRA 40 73 .. CS und TRA 40 80 .. CS
Unterschrank-Regal
- TRAI 40 73 CS und TRAI 40 80 CS
Unterschrank-Inselabschlussregal
- SFEG Unterschrank-Stollen
- W3P 1 1.. und W3P 1 2 ..Wange mit
Profilkante
- BOD3P 1 .. 1 Boden mit Profilkante, FBP
2 .. 1 Fachbord mit Profilkante

- Regalsystem Xtend - komplett
- Regalsystem Xtend+ - komplett
- Concept 40
- Durchgangstüren HDTS… und HDTBS…
- Grifftafeln DCU3 G C2021, alte Ausfüh-
rung. 6 Grifftafeln mit Bestückung.

discontinued items  2021/22. 
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